Endoscopic treatment of colonic diverticular bleeding using an over-the-scope clip

A 73-year-old woman who was receiving dual antiplatelet therapy (aspirin and prasugrel) after coronary stenting presented with severe hematochezia. Immediate colonoscopy without bowel preparation, using a CF-HQ190i colonoscope (Olympus Medical Systems, Tokyo, Japan) with a transparent cap (D-201-14304, Olympus), revealed active and sustained bleeding from a diverticulum in the sigmoid colon (Fig. 1a).

After the bleeding site had been marked with an endoclip (Fig. 1b), the colonoscope was removed. An over-the-scope clip (OTSC system set 12/6 t, length 1650 mm; Ovesco Endoscopy, Tübingen, Germany) was attached onto a gastroscope (GIF-1TQ160; Olympus), which was then reinserted. This change of scope was necessary because of the scope diameter needed for the OTSC system. The bleeding diverticulum was suctioned into the transparent cap of the OTSC system and the clip was released, which led to immediate cessation of the bleeding (Fig. 1c; Video 1). The procedure time was 15 minutes and the patient’s further course was uneventful.

Diverticular bleeding is the most common cause of lower gastrointestinal bleeding (GIB). The identification of a bleeding diverticulum as the source is possible in about 20% of cases and makes endoscopic therapy possible [1]. Several endoscopic treatment methods, such as epinephrine injection, coagulation therapy, clipping, or band ligation, have been used. Treatment failures, complications, and episodes of rebleeding have been reported for all of these techniques and the ideal treatment method has not yet been defined [1–3].

The OTSC system has been developed for closure of perforations, leaks, and Fistulas. Recently OTSCs have also been shown to be a highly effective treatment option for patients with severe GIB as a rescue therapy, but also for first-line treatment. Data are mainly restricted to nonvariceal upper GIB with limited data available on lower GIB [4]. Only a few case reports have described the use of OTSCs for diverticular bleeding in the duodenum and the colon [4,5]. Our case demonstrates that the OTSC system is an effective and easy-to-handle first-line treatment for severe colonic diverticular hemorrhage.
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Fig. 1 Endoscopic views showing: a active diverticular bleeding in the sigmoid colon; b a conventional endoclip in place to mark the bleeding region; c the over-the-scope clip (OTSC) in position, which led to immediate hemostasis after its release.